
When I Grow Up

To the tune of  'Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star'

 

When I grow up, I could be,

a famous actor on TV,

 or a teacher in a school,

 or a striker in football.

 When I grow up, I could be,

 Many things, just wait and see! 

 

 When I grow up, I could be,

 Author of a great story,

 Be the pilot of a plane,

 or the driver on a train.

 When I grow up, I could be, 

 Many things, just wait and see! 

 

 When I grow up, I could be,

 working in a bakery,

 hairdresser to cut your hair,

 Making clothes for you to wear.

 When I grow up, I could be,

 Many things, just wait and see!

 

We're Off on an Adventure
To the tune of  'Here We Go Round TheMulberry Bush'

 This is the way we clean the ship, 
 clean the ship, clean the ship.

 This is the way we clean the ship, 
 We’re off on an adventure!

 (Can you scrub the ship on your knees)  Then we go sailing on the sea, on the sea, on the sea. Then we go sailing on the sea, 
 We’re off on an adventure!

 (Can you make a sailing/sea action)  This is the way the parrots fly, parrots fly, parrots fly. This the way the parrots fly, We’re off on an adventure!
 (Can you flap your arms like a parrots wings) 

Nursery News
Issue Spring One 

The Theme of the Half Term 

Question of the Week 

Songs of the Half-Term 

In Nursery, we are exploring the theme of ‘My Imagination' to
support our learning and development of new skills. Over the
coming weeks, we will explore the wild and wonderful worlds of our
thoughts. Together, we are about to jet off on our biggest adventure
yet, bringing to life the ideas that lurk in the deepest depths of our
minds. As always, we want our magical little people to believe in
their wildest dreams and be bold and fearless in their pursuit to
catch them. In Nursery, no dream is too big - it is indeed magically
marvelous and celebrated! On this imaginative journey, we will take
on the role of teamwork tigers and fit together the vital puzzle pieces
that allow us to achieve with passion. Piece by piece we will build an
imaginative, verbal story, that captures your child's dream of
perception of job role, location, transport and action.

 Please refer to dojo for weekly home learning inspiration and ideas.

Week 4 - Who will I be?

Week 5 - Where will I go?

Week 6 - How will I get there?

Week 7 - What will I do?

The Vehicle Song
To the tune of  'Heads, Shoulders, Knees and Toes'

 

Boat, lorry, car and bike, car and bike.
Boat, lorry, car and bike, car and bike.
And helicopter, aeroplane and trike.

Boat, lorry, car and bike, car and bike.
 

Train, tractor, van and bus, van and bus.
Train, tractor, van and bus, van and bus.
And motorbike, roller-skates and trucks.
Train, tractor, van and bus, van and bus.

 
 



Communication and Language Personal, Social, Emotional Development

Physical Development 

Literacy 

Mathematics

Understanding the World

Expressive Arts and Design

The Box of My Imagination - Role

Play

Oral Book Reviews

Treasure Basket Exploration Station

- developing oral sentences.

Word of the Week 

Boxscape - Junk modelling with
materials and shoe boxes. Linked to a
place within my imagination.The Hero of my Own Story

Performance
Designing and building a mode of
transport.

People Who Help Us Small Word

Story Creation - Army, Fire-Fighters,

Police Officers etc. Traditional Tale Story Baskets with

Puppets - Rotating over the half-term

Chatty Animal Tails - to help us find

where we start reading. 
Postcards of a place in my

imagination.

Zoologist & Marine Biologist Tuff  

Tray

Forces Experiment - Magnets

The Ever-changing Ice Cube

Experiment.

Emotion Logs and  Daily Emotion

Check-in
The Worry Monster - gobbles up our

worries and models how to help

others.
Daily Mediation and Yoga Practice

 Our Areas of Learning

Counting the parts of our mode of

transport - 5 main elements.

Nursery Rhyme Baskets - Five Little

Monkeys, Five Little Men in a Flying

Saucer and Five Little Ducks. 

Treasure Talk Counting Register.

Outdoor Circle Games - Stuck on the

moon, What is the time Mr Wolf?

The Mini-Club Musical Band -

composing musical patterns with

instruments.

Sensory Mark-making - rice, oats etc.


